
 

 

 

CALL FOR POSTERS 
ICOM-CC 19th Triennial Conference 

Beijing, China 

September 14–18, 2020 

Theme: Transcending Boundaries: Integrated Approaches to Conservation. 

 

ICOM-CC is inviting abstracts for poster contributions for its 19th Triennial Conference. 

Posters may address the aims and triennial programs of the ICOM-CC Working Groups and/or 

the conference theme. For information about the Working Groups, please consult the ICOM-CC 

website: www.icom-cc.org. For information about the conference and its theme, go to 

https://www.icom-cc2020.org/. 

Poster presentation is particularly well suited to material with a strong visual impact. Work 

submitted must be original and must not have been published elsewhere or be under 

consideration by another publication. Poster abstracts will be published in the conference 

Preprints.  

All contributions must be submitted in English. At least one author of each selected poster must 

be present at the conference to discuss the work. Last date for author registration will be 

communicated upon acceptance of the poster. 

Abstracts for posters must be submitted via the conference website https://www.icom-

cc2020.org/preprints.aspx. 

If you do not already have an author account, you will be asked to create one. 

The deadline for receipt of abstracts for posters is November 15, 2019.   

 

Guidelines for Poster Abstracts: 

The title should provide a brief description of the work; do not repeat it in the body of the text. 

The abstract should be formatted as one continuous paragraph. It should clearly and 

concisely address the purpose of the work, methods, results and conclusions.  Be as specific as 

possible. Abstracts with statements such as “will be studied” or “will be analyzed” will not be 

selected. When using acronyms or abbreviations, first include the complete term, followed by the 

abbreviation in parenthesis. Example: Fourier transform infrared (FTIR). 

The abstract text must not exceed 500 words in total. 
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Name of Working Group* 

Name of Corresponding Author** 

Membership (indicate one and add number if applicable) Number 

 ICOM Member  

 ICOM-CC Voting Member  

 ICOM-CC Friend or Student Friend  

 Non-member ------------      

*Consult the ICOM-CC website (www.icom-cc.org) to find the most relevant Working Group 

for your presentation. 

**Author for correspondence. Note: This author must set up/be named on the Web account on 

the Preprints platform. 

If the corresponding author is not an ICOM/ICOM-CC member or a Friend/Student Friend, 

please indicate if another author is and provide: 

name      membership category               number 

   

Abstracts without this information cannot be accepted.  

For more information on membership issues, please contact the ICOM-CC Secretariat 

secretariat@icom-cc.org  

Please submit the above information, together with the abstract, in a Word document (NOT a 

PDF). 

NOTE: Authorship should be limited to those who have made a substantial contribution to 

the work. (See below.) 

 

ABSTRACT 

 Poster title  (lengthy or complex titles will be edited)               

Author/s  (first and last name)  

In the case of multiple authors, provide this information for all and indicate corresponding author 

with an asterisk (*Author for correspondence). 

 

Institution/s  (in full/no acronyms, main institution and department/section; include the 

designated English version, if any)  

 

mailto:secretariat@icom-cc.org


 

City, country 

Email address/es 

 

Main body of text (500 words) 

The abstract should be formatted as one continuous paragraph, in narrative form, without 

bullet points or bibliographic references (though another’s work may be cited). The text 

should provide a brief introduction, information about applicable methods, procedures and 

results, and a conclusion that states your most important findings. 

Illustrations 

Give a brief description (type and number) of the illustrations that will be included in your 

poster. Do not submit illustrations with the abstract. 

 

A note about authorship 

Authorship on a poster should be based on the criteria below. An author: 

• Makes substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work, or the 

acquisition, analysis or interpretation of data for the work. 

• Drafts the work or critically revises it for important intellectual content. 

• Approves the final version of the manuscript. 

• Agrees to be accountable for all aspects of the work to ensure its accuracy and integrity. 

(Note that for copyright purposes, all authors cited are considered full authors.) 

Only those who meet all four of the above criteria should be listed as authors. At the end of 

the abstract,  please indicate the authors’ names and the contribution made by each individual. 

For example: 

Reginald L. Bell- Project Leader 

Arthur Burzynski- Associate Researcher 

Eddie S. See- Research Assistant 

 

 

 


